“Chiwaukee Prairie would no longer exist without human care, without the kinship between humans and nature.”

Dear Friends,

This kinship is a reciprocal relationship. We care for nature and nature sustains us. For Chiwaukee Prairie, this relationship began 55 years ago with the realization that this special piece of nature would not persist without human help. We aim to foster that help by our mission to acquire, restore, manage and preserve Chiwaukee Prairie and support research and environmental education.

**Land Acquisition**
Caring begins with preserving nature by acquiring the land. The Chiwaukee Prairie State Natural Area (CPSNA) reaches from the Dunes on the north to the state line. Between 1920 and 1960, most of the area was platted into lots, most of those being less than ¼ acre. Some lots have been claimed by Lake Michigan and many have been developed. Of the approximately 1000 in the area reserved for conservation in 1985, fewer than 90 vacant lots remain in private ownership. This year CPPF purchased two more parcels for a total of 19 in the three years since we began taking title. It can be a slow process with sellers changing their minds or not having clear title after 2-3 generations of ownership. Our Land Chair continues the slow process of research, contact (letters to owners of 12 lots in November), negotiating, clearing title, and closing. The remaining high priority lots are assessed at over $750,000. With your support, we will continue our efforts to preserve the privately held remaining open land in Chiwaukee Prairie State Natural Area!

**DONATION MATCH INFO ON PAGE 2**

**Restoration & Management**
Once purchased, caring continues with the removal of invasive trees and brush that have been growing for many decades. That done, it does not take long for the dormant prairie seed bank to blossom, but it has lots of competition. An extensive list of invasive species requires all the volunteer caring we can put together, including monthly workdays, eight weeks supervising the Youth Conservation Corps, Neighbor Stewards, corporate days, oodles of independent volunteer efforts, thousands of hours worked, and thousands of miles driven, all to be part of this Prairie community, this Chiwaukee kinship. We had the most volunteer hours among all the State Natural Area groups!

In 2020, all of these volunteer activities will continue. The Neighbor Steward Program will be expanded and the seed collecting group, which did not quite get on the ground this year, will be initiated. If either of these activities appeals to you, contact us!

**Science & Research**
The Prairie community also includes those who measure, count and care. Kay McClelland’s crew of volunteers monitored eight rare native plant species, some with multiple locations, and scouted for five others. Nathan Robertson and John Krerowicz report that the many houses they tend around the Prairie produced only 8 bluebird fledglings, but that is 8 more than last year. And the intrepid hawk monitors banded 123 raptors this Fall!

**Education & Outreach**
Kay’s bimonthly plant identification walks, information tables at “Spring into Gardening” and Gateway “Earth Day”, and the many informational hikes conducted brought new Friends and volunteers to the Prairie community. So did the Four Seasons Garden Club’s annual Garden Walk, which included the Chiwaukee Prairie as a “bonus garden”. Over 200 people visited with 40 signing up for our Monthly Update email. It now reaches over 540 recipients with news, events and volunteer opportunities.

The caring community includes all of us. Folks who moved to the area because of the Prairie, long time Neighbors who love and appreciate their surroundings, Visitors who have been here once and continue to support CPPF, all the wonderful Volunteers who help to manage and monitor, DNR Staff who care much more than they are paid, the CPPF Directors who deserve much thanks, and all of you, the Donors, whose caring contributions over the decades have supported the whole mission.

Thank you everyone!

Pam Holy, President
Fringed Gentian

Monthly Update

PLEASE, send CPPF your email address and once a month we will send you Prairie news and photos, upcoming events and plans for the workday. cppf@chiwaukee.org

CPPF does not share its address or email lists

Workdays

No experience necessary. On the job training.

Mark your calendars! All year long, volunteers come to Chiwaukee Prairie on the 3rd Saturday of the month to do whatever is needed. We work from 10AM to 1PM. Come for all or part of the time. Find plans and location in our Monthly Update, Facebook and website.

ALSO in 2020 …

Naturalist-led Walks
Native Seed Collection
Chiwaukee History Walk
Heritage Plant Monitoring
Neighbor Steward Program
Equipment Training/Maintenance
Invasive Species Identification Training

…for information on volunteer activities and opportunities, special events, photos, flora and fauna lists, history, and to view the Prairie map, please visit:

www.chiwaukee.org
www.facebook.com/chiwaukee
www.facebook.com/groups/chiwaukee
www.instagram.com/chiwaukeeprairiepreservation

$ FOR $ MATCH

Longtime patrons of Chiwaukee Prairie, including Jack and Terry Shouba, will match up to $20,000 of donations received from individuals by January 31, 2020.

All donations are available for acquisition of land in Chiwaukee Prairie. Please consider marking the “Discretionary” line to give us the flexibility to do “whatever is needed” to acquire and manage the Prairie.

The Basic Membership remains at the bargain price of $10, but more is always welcome! Donate $100 to be a Blazing Star. Donate $500 to be a Life Member. And the category of Sustaining Member acknowledges life members who donate another $500 or a new $1000 donor. Any amount is very much appreciated!

OPTION: DONATE ONLINE WITH A DEBIT OR CREDIT CARD
www.chiwaukee.org/donate

You can earn $$ for the Prairie List Chiwaukee Prairie Preservation Fund Inc with Goodsearch and Amazon Smile

Chiwaukee Prairie Preservation Fund, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, all volunteer organization. Donations are tax deductible and much appreciated! Please consider CPPF when planning your will!

Many Thanks

We are grateful to Festival Foods for letting us use their community room for our monthly Board meetings, to the folks at Landmark Title Corporation for all their help with our land acquisition efforts, and to the Minuteman Press crew, our Newsletter Angels.

CPPF Board of Directors

Pam Holy, President (262) 658-8336
Chad Heinzelman, Vice President
Eric Howe, Treasurer/InfoTechnology
Ingrid Verhulst, Secretary/Land Chair (773) 275-2228
Alan Eppers, Stewardship/Equipment (847) 881-6505
Jaime Johnson, Publications/Historian
Kay McClelland, Naturalist/Heritage (262) 994-1939
Nathan Robertson, Chief Steward (262) 694-7351
Rick Wadleigh, Coordinator/Stewardship
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Protectors of Prairie Residents
Many thanks to all of you, our 2019 stewardship volunteers!

Muli Bale            Eric Howe            Nathan Robertson
David Biehl          Jaime Johnson        Dawn Rummel
Marissa Burton       Sasha Johnson         Bill Russin
Steve Cariello       Brynn Johnson        Chris Russin
Jeff Cologna         Clarence Kaplan      Dave Sanders
Lance David          Karen Kaplan          Suzanne Sasso
Tina Denning         Chris Kemper          Jerry Schiller
Taylor Drogemuller   Ron Krol              Mary Semrad
Alan Eppers          Mark Lange            Jenny Shelby
Arianna Ford         Kathy Lill-Bonner      Jonathan Smith
Joan Fritzler         Max Matson            Nancy Stoewe
Amy Garrigan         Kay McClelland         Dasch Temple
Lucy Garrigan        Chris McGowan          Kelly Temple
Laura Gifford        Linda Mulligan        Pam Thomey
Steve Gifford        Mike O’Conner          Lindy VanVlissingen
John Harbeck          Lori O’Connor          Ingrid Verhulst
Regina Harders       Linette Parrish        Rick Wadleigh
Chad Heinzelman      Nathaniel Phinney      Melissa Warner
Karen Hoder          Gail Plinke            Jay Warner
John Holt            Maureen Potter         Tanya Witek
Sue Holt             Rebecca Power          Dr Joy Wolf’s UW-
Pam Holy              Lynn Preston            Parkside Class

JOIN US!
Restoration
Seed Collecting
Rare Plant Monitoring
Invasive Species Removal
Mowing Trails & Firebreaks
Equipment Maintenance
Brush Clearing
Scouting

WE APOLOGIZE IF YOUR NAME WAS OMITTED
Friends of Chiwaukee Prairie

MAJOR GIFTS/GRANTS
Anonymous Donor Match
Anonymous Foundation Gift
Anonymous Foundation Grant
The Hinrichs Foundation
Joanne & Dick Johnson
Jack & Jerry Shouba
Wisconsin Stewardship Grant

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
Elena Dreiske & Bob Zdenek
Four Seasons Garden Club
Charles & Ann Heide
Jack Holy
Pam Holy & Ingrid Verhulst
Eric Howe & Kristin Wegner
Richard K. Johnson
Chris Kemper & Nancy Stoewe
L. LeGear & D. O’Byrne
Cynthia & Dave LeMieux
Carol L. Mampe
Kay McClelland
Lynne Nelson
Marcia & Fred Nicas
Robert Osborne & Vera Scekic
Bill & Chris Russin
Wild Ones Root River Chapter
(Sustaining members are also Life Members)

LIFE MEMBERS
Janice Laufenberg
Ann Levin & Bruce Sedloff
Ken & Maggie Lukow
Kay MacNeil
Martina & Christopher Mann
Bessie Meland
Art Middlekauff
Phyllis & Donald Northway
Frederick Ott
Lorrie Otto
Yvonne & David Petty
Chris & Maureen Potter (new)
Helen Pugh
Nathan Robertson
Stan Rosenstiel
Dave Sanders
Mary & Paul Schuler
Anita Sculthorpe
Don & Linda Snyder
Johanna Verhulst
Day Waterman
Lenny Weiss
Jim & Carla Wilks
Thomas Zuhlke

BLAZING STARS
James & Marty Anderson
Calvin Andre
Christopher Andre
Priscilla Andre
Stephen H. Barasch
Diane Battisti
Camille Gendusa Bluestein
Darrell J. Borger
Michael Breen
Adam & Paulina Bullamore
James K. Bullock
Gretchen Burgess
Steve & Sharon Dahl
Elmbrook Garden Club
Alan Eppers
Bob Freckmann
Judith Gaskell
Marianne Hahn
Ernest Hall & June Rongved
John Harbeck
Regina Harders
Charles Haubrich
Gus & Reneate Hauser
Nancy Hennessy
Margaret A. Henze
John & Sue Holt
Krista Hoth
Arlene Howe
Erich Iwen
Jay & Jaime Johnson
Gary & Debbie Kanak
Clarence & Karen Kaplan

BLAZING STARS …
June Keibler
Babette Kis
Nancy & Gary Knickerbocker
Anne & Ron Krol
Kathly Kyrrias
Gail Lantz
Carol & Lester Lehman
Diane Lembeck
Diane R. Levis
Ken Lukow
Kay MacNeil
Sean McClelland
Chris & Mary Meixner
Menomonee River Wild Ones
Barbara Meyocks
Jeanne Nyeiri
Claudia Ogren
Carol J. Owens
Daniel & Cheryl Pascucci
Lynn Passino
Rebecca Power
Lisa Scott Ptacek
Ed & Peggy Raymond
Dennis Robertson
Nathan Robertson
Doug Robinson
Dawn & Mark Rummel
Bill & Yi Russin
Dave Sanders
Duke Schaub
Jerry Schiller
Dick & Jean Schuller
Ranni & Bill Sickle
Nancy G. Stoewe DC,S.C.
Jeff Sytsma
Kelly Temple
Terri Thornton
Peter & Paula Touhey
Bob Tucker
Lindy VanVlissingen
Joe & Barbara Vass
Rick Wadleigh & Suzanne Sasso
Joanne Wanasek
Marylin Wille
Joy Wolf

GENERAL MEMBERS
Tom & Pat Agazzi
Carol Ann Anderson
Quan & Cindy Banh
Irene Batac-Herman
Mary Jane Bates
Vicki Behrens
Jay Benkowski & Carla Freeman
Barbara Bohn
Cathy Brnak
Pat Brust
Jane Burns
GENERAL MEMBERS...
Nancy & Dick Christiansen
Lisa Dretske
Jeff Epping
Donald & Eugenie Farrar
Trudy Farrell
Dawn Feldman-Brown
Brandi Ferree
James Fenwerda
Carold & Andrea Fjelsted
Marilynn Ford
Greg & Anne Fox
Brooke & John Gabris
Amy Garrigan
Dominik Gillespie
Al Gromacki
Richard & Deanna Guenther
Bill & Katie Gunderson
James M. Hansen
Ann D. Hasselkus
Chad Heinzelman
Debra Huber
Ralph & Nicole Jamieson
Dan & Linda Janicki
Deby & Steve Just
Dorothy Kassilke
Carolyn Kenny-Carter
Marilyn Kiemen
Len & Jeanette Klappauf
Frank & Marnie Klein
Reid Knitter
Larry Kreuser
Steve & Louise Kumorkiewicz
Geraldine Lachman
Thomas LaDuke
Tom & Evelyn Lajiness
Charles Leicht
Julie Long
Pat & Joe Mangi
William Marshall
Cory A. Masiak
Milwaukee North Wild Ones
Milw.SW & Wehr Wild Ones
Susan Morgan
Scott & Beth Nichols
Michelle Nielsen
Janet R. Nortrom
Carter O’Brien
Marcia O’Day
Rich Odegaard
Jackson Parker & MaryAnn Staupe
Donna Peterson
Merike Phillips
Racine Garden Club
James Reinartz
Nicole Riendeau
Ellen Schmidt
Frank Shakozy
Vince & Elizabeth Shouba
John P. Stoltenberg
Joann Sustachek
Kathleen Taylor

GENERAL MEMBERS...
Chia Thach
Barry Thomas
Rita Tomkiewicz
Anthony J. Truskowski
John Valaske
Robert & Rebecca Venn
Jeff Weiss
Robert W. Wirch
Joy Wolf

DONATIONS RECEIVED
IN HONOR OF:
Kay McClelland
- Sean McClelland
Ingrid Verhulst & Pam Holy
- Jack & Terry Shouba

IN MEMORY OF:
Genevieve “Midge” Anderson
Norma Austin
Delos “Mike” Bixby
Juliet Cobb
Dennis Dahlen
Patricia “Pat” Dickert
William “Bill” Eldridge
Dan Huck
Richard “Dick” Kneppprath
Theodore “Ted” Pier
John Prochazka
Katherine “Katie” Widmar
- Ed & Peggy Raymond
Remo Camosy
Lucille Kemper
Rick Kramer
Jeff Martin
Jim Martin
- Chris Kemper & Nancy Stoewe
Arthur & Alice Getschman
- Joanne & Dick Johnson
- Lynne & Peter Weil
Shirley Gieske
Phil Jacobson
- Nancy Stoewe, DC
Hanns Golez
- Michelle Neilsen
Nondi Hinrichs
- The Hinrichs Foundation
Valerie Sonnenburg Power
- Rebecca Power
Martha Stollenberg
- John Stollenberg

CORPORATE MATCHES
Meetings & Incentives
Worldwide, Inc
SAP Software Solutions
State Farm Foundation
Vulcan Materials Company

PREVIOUS GRANTS/GIFTS
H.M. Benstead Jr. Foundation
Atthea M. Brach Bequest
Citizen-Based Monitoring Program
Citizens Natural Resources Assoc.
Col. L.C. Christensen Foundation
Dain Rauscher Investment Services
Dairyland Charitable Foundation
Equitable Foundation
Four Seasons Garden Club
Frey - Lukus Family Fund
Paul Gergen
Greene Manufacturing Co. Foundation
John Harbeck
The Hinrichs Foundation
Joy Joslyn
Jupiter Transportation Co.
Kenosha Orchid Society
Kerwin Foundation
Virginia Kline Award - Friends of the Arboretum
Herbert H. Kohl Charities
Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin
New Vision
Marcia & Fred Nicas
Donald & Phyllis Northway
Olympia Brown Unitarian Universalist Church
Root - Pike Watershed Initiative Network
Root River Chapter of Wild Ones
Chester A. Satler, M.D.
Conrad J. Shearer Bequest
Snap-on Tools Corporation
Society of Tympanuchus Cupido Pinnatus
State of Wisconsin - Stewardship Friends Grant Program
E.C. Styberg Foundation
Sue Tragesser Bequest
WE Energies Corporate Foundation
Wild Flower Preservation Society of Illinois

Donations were received between 11/21/2018 and 11/20/2019

If an omission or error exists, please contact us.
cppf@chiwaukee.org